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Background
Cardiac MRI has become the reference imaging modality
used to assess left ventricular (LV) remodelling. Ventricles
are generally characterised by bulk metrics such as cavity
volume, mass or wall thickness. We introduce a workflow
that aims to improve the stratification power of conven-
tional analysis by providing 3D shape metrics through the
construction of computational cardiac atlases.
Methods
Computational 3D meshes of the LV are personalised to
MRI images, capturing and encoding shape information.
The method requires the provision of segmented myocar-
dial images, and a parameter to choose the relative impor-
tance between minimise noise and artefacts and maximise
accuracy in the personalisation of meshes. Subsequently,
the principal modes of anatomical variation are extracted
from the set of 3D meshes that constitute the atlas. These
principal modes represent how ventricular shape changes
within the population under study. The anatomy of each
subject is then described by a set of shape indexes that are
used for further stratification and analysis. This fully auto-
matic procedure has been made available through an
online cloud infrastructure (http://www.vph-share.eu). Its
use is illustrated by the analysis of a cohort of 224 subjects.
Specifically, we report how the shape of the LV in adult-
hood (between 20 and 30 year-old individuals) can predict
gestational age (either premature or term-birth), compar-
ing the performance of traditional metrics (length, dia-
meter, volume and mass) to the first three atlas-derived
descriptors.
Results
Ventricular meshes were fully automatically reconstructed
from the end diastolic frame of cine-SSFP sequences, with
average fitting error of 1.25mm. Gestational age was pre-
dicted with 85% specificity and 88% sensitivity based on
traditional metrics, improving to 93% and 98% respectively
with atlas-derived shape descriptors.
Conclusions
Shape of the left ventricle described by a computational
atlas has the potential to improve the stratification of
disease processes. Researchers are invited and encour-
aged to use this tool that has been made available to the
community.
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